Nathan Anthony Brings New Comfort Upholstery Frames to June Market
Debuts include three design collaborations
LOS ANGELES – Custom upholstery resource Nathan Anthony Furniture brings new frames in
its upholstered seating collections to the company’s permanent showroom in InterHall, space
IH-602, during Spring High Point Market, June 5 - 9.
The generously scaled Michel-T sofa and chair, plush toy inspired Teddy swivel wing chair, hip
modern Hela occasional chair, and curvaceous Embrace chaise are among the comfort-focused
seating styles conceived by Nathan Anthony Creative Director Tina Nicole.
“With the home continuing to serve as a haven, I’ve been paying attention to seat depth, double
down cushion fills, extra surface padding, and cozy fabric covers like extra plush boucle,’ says
Nicole. “Interior design clients want to live more fully in their spaces. People want upholstered
furniture they can curl up into.”
Adding to the new items developed in-house, Nicole also collaborated with three interior
designers and clients on a range of dramatic upholstered items.
Nathan Anthony x Sanne Vloet x LP Creative
Dutch model Sanne Vloet and Lauren Piscione of LP Creative were set to create a new living
space in Vloet’s Los Angeles home when the pair teamed up with Nicole to co-design a
three-piece sectional inspired by the east-meets-west Japandi aesthetic.
Freya, measuring 152-inches (W) by 102-inches (D) by 27-inches (H), is named for one of the
preeminent goddesses in Norse mythology. It features a tight seat and back; large boxed accent
pillows; and all double-down fill on its seats, backs, arms and accent pillows. It’s shown in an
ivory French boucle.
Nathan Anthony x Cara Woodhouse
The Pilar upholstered bed, custom designed by Cara Woodhouse of Cara Woodhouse Interiors,
is an update to Nathan Anthony’s Divano style, featuring pill-shaped edges which convey a look
of the moment, at once modern and minimalistic. The headboard extends well beyond the width
of the foot rails, and its linear-rectangular upholstery zones with rounded corners are separated
by a refined metal accent.

At 144 inches, the extra wide shapely headboard additionally features polished chrome metal
accents. This modern platform bed style requires only a Queen-size mattress, which is recessed
inside the platform cavity. It is shown in a Belgian ivory velvet
Nathan Anthony x Jaime Derringer x Olivia Stutz Design
To amp up the drama, maximalists will be pleased with the selection of a bold fabric cover
choice — such as an exaggerated diagonal stripe from Kelly Wearstler — on the new Jaime
one-arm mid sofa and one-arm chaise; or, featured in a subtle solid, the minimalist will
appreciate the new modern classic silhouette that defines this collection. Modeled after Nathan
Anthony’s popular Gobi series, the arms and backs of Jaime were modified to accommodate
large knife-edge pillows. Dropping the frame towards the floor, the new, oversized thick
cushions become an invitation to sink in.
For the benchmade upholstery specialist, all items in the collection are fully customizable.
Buyers may contact inquiries@nafurniture.com to schedule a High Point Market showroom
appointment.
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About Nathan Anthony Furniture
Nathan Anthony Furniture is a multi-award-winning international furniture brand which was named an
Interior Design magazine 2019 Best of Year (BOY) Honoree for residential lounge seating.
The luxury, custom upholstery furnishings specialist was founded in 2005 by partners-in-life Tina Nicole
and Khai Mai.
Lead designer Tina Nicole made the World’s Leading Design Names list in 2018 and is again named to
the 2021 list. She has been recognized for design excellence with five consecutive International Product
Design awards by design et al’s International Architecture and Design competition in the U.K., and with a
new nomination by design et al for the Embrace sofa in 2020.
Under Khai Mai’s leadership, Nathan Anthony uses lean manufacturing principles to produce sustainable
and custom benchmade furnishings at its Los Angeles-based factory.
In 2019, Nicole authored her first book, Dream, Design, Disrupt: A life in design, which was featured in
the February 2020 Book Review by Business of Home, “Required Reading.”

